HANDICAPER’S SELECTIONS - Les
Saturday October 13 (12:30 PM Post Time)
Race 1 2-7-6
Beach Cloud He's picked up his game the past month hitting the board in
four of five and putting up times unmatched by his rivals. Top call.
Love In Paradise The seven hole is a big obstacle to overcome but she's
facing a pretty soft field so any kind of racing luck at all makes her a
top contender.
J J Antonio He'll likely have to come from off the pace after drawing
out here but he's a strong finisher so give him some live cover and see
what happens.

Race 8 6-9-4
Jetster With his rallying style the post isn't a big deal and if he gets some
live flow and a cover trip to bring him into it late his chances go way up.
Allstar Man Predictable result last week for his first start in a year.
It was a pretty good effort though, and if he can build off it he's a
legitimate contender.
Fly With Max Put up the white flag at the half last week after being parked
to a quick opening quarter. He'd been pretty good prior to that though and
with a smoother journey today he could be part of the equation.

Race 2 4-5-2
Windemerebarrister She hasn't been out of the top three since teaming
up with Walter but she just can't seem to find her way back to the winners
circle. One of these times everything will go her way.
Little Miss Winnie Draws outside but it's a compact field and it's hard
to overlook that eight for nine top three record. She'll give them all they
can handle.
Gettin Messi Got a little sideways past the half last time which caused
him to lose his first career win on a dq. Continues to improve though and
looks like a solid tri candidate in here.

Race 9 4-3-5
Tobinator Not lining up against the bearcats could make all the difference
in the world. This is still a good group but if he's as sharp as he was two
starts back when he earned a new mark he'll be hard to deny.
Red Magician He finished second to one of the hottest horses on the
grounds last week and there's no shame in that. Be prepared for him to be
right in the hunt again.
The Big Bite He's failed to crack the top three only once in his last six
starts and appears to have a good shot at adding another on the board
finish to that total.

Race 3 5-1-2
Painted Pony Dropped to this level for his latest and responded with a
solid second place finish. Since there are none in here like the one that beat
him he's quite possibly the one to beat.
I D K Got some class relief for his latest but was only able to earn the
smallest share. With the rail for this one his second try at this level could
be more productive than the first.
Casimir Nunzio Dropped for his latest which is pending and with this
being the same class use that one as a guide before heading to the windows.
Race 4 3-1-2
Mile Hill Willie Toyed with his rivals in the Breeders Crown for his fourth
straight win. With horse and driver both being so hot it's a combination
that's hard to go against.
Dusty Lane Titan Lost all hope with the break last week as the chalk but
those things happen to young trotters. Moving to the pylons today gives
him a chance to redeem himself.
Oceanview Hal Still hasn't won a race but he's hit the board in half his
starts this year and that pays some bills. The favourable post today gives
him some credibility.
Race 5 2-5-3
Likely To Win When was the last time anyone can remember him being
this low on the class ladder? He could run and hide from these if he brings
his "A" game.
Diggin In He cracked the top three in his last two starts and since each of
those was at a level higher than this he's a force to be reckoned with in here.
Howmacs Dragonator He was basically a non factor last time but he
drops a notch today and moves five spots to his left which makes him
possible tri material.
Most probable Likely To Win
Race 6 4-8-2
Dusty Lane Zendaya She's been struggling to make ends meet but she
gets an improved post for this one and Corey at the controls so we'll treat
her as the one to beat.
Dilans Mustang He's severely compromised by the draw but the calibre
of his camera shy opposition could offset it. A top three finish is certainly
not impossible if the trip works out.
The Gormanizer Finished second the last time he raced in this class so
we'll give him the nod to complete the tri after a process of elimination.
Race 7 1-5-7
Lincoln Seelster After a third place finish last week out of the seven hole
he gets rail control this time around so there could be nothing to stand in
his way.
Oceanview Magnum We're just not sure what to expect from this colt in
his first start off the bench. He was really good as a juvenile and comes into
this one off a decent qualifier so he's worth considering.
Gringo Star He's got the speed to argue but it's hard to guess what kind
of trip he'll get from out here. The right one could put him right in the
thick of it.

Longshot play IC True Grit
Race 10 4-6-5
West River Ambyr She's been second or third in four of her last five
so she appears to be sitting on a win. If she's close at all when they turn
for home and whips off another of those 28 second final panels it could
come today.
Collective Wisdom Her top three streak came to an end in her latest but
the first over trip was a contributing factor. If she can pick up some cover
today instead of providing it she could get back on the ticket.
Prettyndangerous Gets a slightly better post than she had in her last two
and while she hasn't been quite as sharp as she was last year, she's still a
threat so ignore her at your own peril.
Race 11 2-3-5
Winter Blast He dominated from start to finish last week and is rewarded
for that performance by dropping a notch on the class ladder. Since he
looks like he should be able to control this one as well we won't rule
out a repeat.
Heart And Soul He wasn't that far off in his last two so the drop in class
coupled with an improved post could put him right in the picture.
Harbourlite Jerry Raced at this level two starts back and the result was an
impressive new speed badge. He's so consistent that you gotta think he'll
give a good account of himself again.
Race 12 4-6-5
Czar Seelster This is a powerful threesome that's been dominating this
class since OHW and it's just a matter of who's turn is it this week. We'll
go with this guy since drawing inside his two main rivals could be the
difference maker.
Rose Run Quest He was out uncovered for half a mile last week and still
drove off in the stretch. Off that performance he looks like the one to beat
but it's just so hard to double up in this class we're calling for the deuce.
Euchred Speaking of doubling up he's the last one to do it so we all know
what he's capable of. Put in some steps last week but Adam got him settled
quickly and while we're picking him for third, realistically, any of the top
three spots could be his.
Race 13 4-3-8
Ultimatelyhandsome Hasn't looked totally out of place against some
high level opposition and just take a look at the horses he beat in that
OHW start. Beware.
Mick Dundee The inside post should see him spotted fairly handy the
front which seems to increase his chances of a good result big time.
Nogreatmischief The eight hole significantly hurts his chances for a win
but don't lose sight of the fact that he's been charted in 56 and change
in four straight starts. He could have some say in the outcome but trip
will be key.
Value play Ultimatelyhandsome

